Abswocf-Single-earrier cyclic prefix (SCCP) has been proposed as an alternative to orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM). While the implementation complexity of the two schemes are comparable, SCCP avoids the peak-to-average power ratio problem that plagues OFDM. Both OFDM and SCCP receivers leverage the fast Fourier transform for computationallyefficient frequency-domain equalization. For channels that are significantly time-\,arying, however, frequency-domain equalization alone is inadequate. Several OFDM receiver modifications have been proposed for this time-varying case, including one which uses linear pre-processing and iterative estimation to yield excellent performance with low complexity. Here we design an SCCP receiver based on similar concepts. In this extended abstract, we review the system model, summarize our preliminary work, and present preliminary results. We will use the following notation throughout: ( . ) t denotes transpose, (.)* conjugate, and 
not sufficient [5] - [7] . A number of authors have recently proposed modifications of OFDM for this doubly-dispersive environment (see, e.g., [8] -[I21 and the references therein). In [12], S ( N ) low-complexity linear pre-processing was employed in conjunction with O(iV) iterative estimation to yield excellent symbol estimation performance. This paper investigates the applicability of [I21 to receivers for SCCP in doubly-selective channels. We shall see that, while many 'This work is rupponed in part by NSF CAREER Grant CCR-0237037. aspects of the OFDM modification [12] translate directly to SCCP, there are a number of important differences between the two systems.
In this extended abstract, we review the system model, summarize our preliminary work, and present preliminary results. We will use the following notation throughout: ( . ) t denotes transpose, (.)* conjugate, and ( . ) H conjugate transpose. C(b) denotes a circulant matrix with first column b, Q(b) the diagonal matrix created from vector b, F the unitary DFT matrix, I the identity matrix, and i k the kth column o f I.
Expectation is denoted by E{.), covariance by Cov{b,c) := E{bcH} -E{b} E{cH}, element-wise multiplication by 0, the Kronecker delta by 6(.), and modulo-iV by ( . ) N .
SYSTEM MODEL
We use s = [so,. . . , S N -~] * to denote an N-block of (timedomain)-finite-alphabet symbols that is cyclically prepended prior to transmission. The time-domain received A'-vector, alter removal of the guard interval which is assumed at least as long as the channel impulse response, can be written [3] T = 'Has + U.
(1) Here u contains i.i.d. zero-mean circular Gaussian noise samples (independent of s) with variance u 2 , RU is a (timevariant, circular) convolution matrix such that [ ' H u ]~,~ = ha(n, (n -l ) N ) . and hti(n,/) is the response of the channel at time n to an impulse applied at time n -1. Time-domain windowing with coefficient vector b prior to the N-point DFT of T yields the "frequency-domain" observation I:
where we have used t := F s , w := Fu, 'HM := F H t~F H , 
ITERATIVE ESTIMATION
In this section we focus on the estimation of the finitealphabet symbol vector s from x assuming (8) with known 2. Though channel estimation is an important issue, we do not address it here for reasons of space. Our symbol estimation procedure, illustrated in Fig. 2 , is iterative.
Given current guesses of the log-likelihood ratios (LLRs) of the symbols {sn} (which, on the first iteration, are set to zero), the means and variances of the elements in s are calculated as B and v , respectively. These are then transformed into the mean and covariance o f t . Using linear MMSE estimation and incorporating these meadvariance priors, the elements { t k } are estimated one-at-a-time, leveraging the banded structure of 31 for complexity reduction. The resulting estimates 2 are then transformed back into the s-domain, from which the LLRs are updated. To accomplish this last step we assume a conditionally-Gaussian model for the estimates { Z p } . The procedure then repeats, starting with the most recent LLRs. A more detailed description is given below. When appropriate, we use the superscript ('I to denote the ith iteration. 
A Conditionally Gaussian Model
Leveraging the finite-alphabet structure ofthe elements {SI.) and assuming reasonably large N (to invoke the Central Limit Theorem), we assume that the estimation error is Gaussian, or, equivalently, that the estimates are conditionally Gaussian:
where $(w) := 'e-", p;"(b) := E{Pl''ls~ = b}, and Before doing so, however, it will be convenient to note from ( I I ) and (13) that
We set the a priori LLR for iteration i + 1 equal to the a ._ .-pie" = a;' ' + i r Q l i l H ( s -Si:') + i,Hpi"Hu posrenori LLR from iteration i. Denoting the a priori LLR used in iteration i by Z'"(sr), we obtain the LLR update: (17) and that, since E{s(s~ = b) = 2'" -il(S:" -b),
We should point out that a soft decoding algorithm could be easily embedded within the bottom path of Fig. 2 (e.g., [16] ).
If, on the other hand, hard symbol estimates are desired, they can be generated via = sign( Re($")) = sign(3j") = sign(Z(sL1ij")). An algorithm summary appears in Table 1 .
Using (17), (18) , and the definition of uj"(b),
where 4;'' denotes the l t h column of Q"' and where p:' denotes the l f h column of Pi".
Many of the quantities in the algorithm outlined in Table 1 have structures that lead to efficient computation.
CkCf is a sub-block of C C H = C(F(b 0 V)/m), the latter of which requires O(N1ogN) operations to compute. Furthermore, the Toeplitz nature of C C H implies that the subplot CkCF is identical for every k. Thus, CoC2 can be calculated once and used for all iterations and all k. 
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In Fig. 4 we plot the simulated (uncoded) symbol error rate versus SNR= -1OIogl0o~ for BPSK in WSSUS Rayleigh fading channels (generated using Jakes model Symbol emor rate versus SNR afier 10 iterations for N = 128 and
The performance of the iterative algorithm 'was measured after IO iterations and compared to joint linear MMSE estimation of s from I (see, e.g., [12]), an expensive technique requiring 0(;V3) operations per data block, and two versions of the matched-filter bound (MFB). The true MFB represents the performance of the optimum detector of SI; assuming that {sr?l # k} are known. As such, it relies on the true system model ( I ) as opposed to the approximate model (8) . We define the approximate niatchedfilrer bound (AMFB) to be the MFB for the approximate model (8) . The AMFB lower bounds the performance of our iterative algorithm, which leverages the banded stmcture of % for complexity reduction. Figure 4 shows that the iterative algorithm significantly outperfomis the joint linear MMSE, even though the latter will be more computationally intensive for large N. The iterative algorithm performs quite close to the AMFB, which indicates that the iterative algorithm is doing a good job of soft interference cancellation. The gap between AFMB and MFB reflects the cost of the banded approximation (8) .
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we presented a two-stage receiver for SCCP in doubly-dispersive channels. The first stage consists of lowcomplexity linear preprccessing-here taking the form of time-domain windowing-whose goal is to truncate the effective Doppler response in an SINR-optimal fashion. The second stage consists of an iterative symbol estimation algorithm which uses the results of previous iterations to perform soft interference cancellation. As with classical SCCP (and OFDM) equalization techniques, the proposed iterative receiver has an implementation complexity of only .O(log h') operations per symbol. Simulations suggest that the performance of the proposed receiver comes within about 2dB of the MFB, far surpassing that of the classical linear-MMSE receiver (which ignores the finite-alphabet symbol property). As the iterative
